Liquid Nutrition with naturally ionized, angstrom sized
minerals that are 100% absorbable by the body.
Our soil is depleted!
In l992 at the International Soil Summit in Rio-de-Jenero, Scientists concluded that the North
American soil’s mineral content had been depleted by 85% in the last 100 years. As a result, our fruits
and vegetables have become “hollow” and void of any substantial nutritional value. Thus, sickness and
disease are sweeping our nation. Eating all organic fruits and vegetables won’t solve the problem - organic
or commercially grown, the mineral content is simply not there! Most supplements are made with collodial
minerals. The human body only absorbs about 1 - 5% of the collodial mineral content, whereas the
smaller size of angstrom sized minerals allows for 100% body absorption.

Call Lonnie or SarahAnn today at

270.524.7537

How Is Water-Divine
Different?

5 Step System
Step One: The Body Foundation Twin Kit

Angstrom sized particles

Regardless of how beautiful the house is,

are quickly absorbed into the

the most important part of the house is

bloodstream and immediately

the foundation. This kit will address the

consumed by the cells while in the

foundational needs of your body first.

bloodstream.
Naturally ionized –Water

Step Two: The Complete Cleanse Kit

Divine’s mineral products are

Toxins weaken your immune system and

naturally ionized. This allows the

create an environment ripe for diseases,

minerals to attach to the walls of

it is imperative to remove them!

the intestines and then be

your pH level. It’s one of the keys to living

absorbed into the bloodstream.

Step Three: Exercise

This is “natures own design”.

While Water Divine won’t do the treadmill

in a state of “Wellness”.

routine for you, it will give you the energy

Step Five: Target Areas of Wellness

to exercise. You do the rest!

According to two-time Nobel Prize winner,
Linus C. Pauling, most, if not, all diseases

Step Four: Monitor pH

or physical ailments may be caused by

Few diseases can survive when the

mineral deficiencies. Targeting an organ

body’s pH level is where it needs to be, a

or gland with extra nutrition is the key to

pH of 7.4! You will learn strategies to raise

increase healing.

